genetic and clinical parameters on the likelihood of observing VBM findings were calculated by means of correlation analyses. Results: Pre-HD studies featured convergent evidence for neurodegeneration in the basal ganglia, amygdala, thalamus, insula and occipital regions. In symp-HD, cerebral atrophy was more pronounced and spread to cortical regions (i.e. inferior frontal, premotor, sensorimotor, midcingulate, frontoparietal and temporoparietal cortices). Higher cytosine-adenosine-guanosine repeats were associated with striatal degeneration, while parameters of disease progression and motor impairment additionally correlated with cortical atrophy, especially in sensorimotor areas. Conclusion: This first quantitative meta-analysis in HD demonstrates the extent of striatal atrophy and further consistent extrastriatal degeneration before clinical conversion. Sensorimotor areas seem to be core regions affected in symp-HD and, along with widespread cortical atrophy, may account for the clinical heterogeneity in HD.
Dogan /Eickhoff /Schulz /Shah /Laird / Fox /Reetz Introduction Huntington's disease (HD) is a rare autosomal dominantly inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by an expanded trinucleotide repeat (cytosine-adenosineguanosine, CAG) located on chromosome 4p encoding the protein huntingtin [1] . Symptom manifestation includes involuntary movements (e.g. chorea) and neuropsychiatric disturbances, usually occurring during mid-adulthood. The neuroanatomical hallmark of HD is degeneration of the striatum starting several years prior to symptom manifestation [2, 3] . Importantly, the neuropathology of HD is not limited to the striatum, and several neuroimaging studies have indicated that extrastriatal subcortical and cortical structures are affected in the early course of the disease (for a review, see Bohanna et al. [4] ). Whereas most of the previous in vivo volumetric studies using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have concentrated on alterations in predefined brain regions, particularly in the striatum or basal ganglia, in the past decade structural MRI studies have made use of improving MRI acquisition and analysis methods to assess whole-brain changes and to investigate the distribution of structural changes in both symptomatic (symp-HD) and presymptomatic HD (pre-HD). In particular, data from large-scale multinational HD projects (PREDICT-HD [5] , TRACK-HD [6] ) have provided new insights into early neurodegenerative processes in HD in order to identify potential biomarkers for disease-modifying trials. Nevertheless, cross-sectional findings of smaller data sets are inconsistent regarding the pattern and extent of neurostructural changes prior to and early after clinical conversion. For instance, findings on volume loss in the pallidum and thalamus in pre-HD have been controversial [7] [8] [9] , and while most studies indicate that cortical atrophy primarily emerges after symptom onset, others found alterations in frontal, temporal and parietal areas in pre-HD [10, 11] . These discrepancies may be due to methodological differences between studies, or simply because HD is a heterogeneous disorder. Quantitative metaanalysis techniques for neuroimaging data, like the anatomical likelihood estimation (ALE) approach, are well established to search for locations of agreement among significant effects throughout the brain. However, to date there have been no attempts at statistical integrations of accumulating neuroimaging data in HD research. As voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [12] has recently emerged as the technique of choice allowing for observer-independent detection of morphological changes throughout the entire brain on a voxel-wise basis without any regional a priori assumptions, the growing number of VBM studies on HD now facilitates a meta-analytical integration of their findings to identify core regions affected in pre-HD and symp-HD.
Using the ALE approach, we performed a coordinatebased meta-analysis of VBM studies comparing HD mutation carriers with healthy controls. Our aims were (1) to provide an objective synthesis of the current literature on whole-brain structure changes in HD and to elucidate consistent patterns across studies, (2) to contrast morphometric changes reported in studies on pre-HD subjects with those reported for symp-HD and (3) to investigate the influence of genetic and clinical parameters on the likelihood of observing significantly different findings between HD subjects and controls. Given the partly conflicting findings in the current literature, we expected to find converging striatal atrophy in symp-HD as well as pre-HD and more widespread cortical alterations after clinical conversion, which would be associated with markers of disease progression.
Methods

Literature Search and Study Selection
A systematic search for morphometric studies investigating HD subjects was carried out within the PubMed (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) and BrainMap databases (http:// brainmap.org/). We further searched the reference lists of published reviews on HD as well as all studies obtained to identify additional studies that were not retrieved in the initial database searches. Studies were selected according to the following criteria:
(1) We only considered studies where whole-brain VBM analyses of MRI data sets were employed to investigate regional volume changes.
(2) The analysis included a direct comparison of genetically confirmed HD subjects and a group of age-matched healthy controls.
(3) Stereotactic whole-brain coordinates were reported in a standardized reference space (Talairach or Montreal Neurological Institute space) for the location of all significant structural differences between HD subjects and controls. For publications that were otherwise suitable for meta-analysis but did not report whole-brain coordinates, the corresponding authors were contacted for additional information, resulting in the inclusion of a further 6 studies [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
(4) To avoid the possibility of nonindependent observations in cases of substantially overlapping samples between studies, only those publications with the larger group size or more detailed information on the sample (e.g. whole-brain coordinates, clinical data) were included.
Thirty publications reporting the usage of VBM were initially considered for the meta-analysis, of which 17 met our inclusion criteria [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . VBM coordinates for the TRACK-HD sample [6] were provided for 4 independent groups (2 pre-HD, 2 symp-HD). From the PREDICT-HD study [5] , we included a sample published in Klöppel et al. [14] . Thus, our analysis integrated 20 HD samples and included a total of 685 HD mutation carriers (345 pre-HD, 340 symp-HD) and 507 healthy controls ( table 1 ) . Nine samples included only pre-HD subjects (a total of 337), a further 9 included only symp-HD patients (287) and 2 publications reported pooled cohorts with pre-HD and symp-HD subjects. As far as reported, the large majority of the symptomatic patients (at least 92%) were in an early disease stage based on the total functional capacity score of the Unified Huntington Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS), in which patients' functional capacity to deal with daily routine tasks is intact or mildly impaired (total functional capacity 6 7; stages I and II according to the classification of Shoulson and Fahn [29] ). This clinical staging scheme assesses 5 levels of function in the domains of workplace, finances, domestic chores, activities of daily living and requirements for unskilled or skilled care. All of the articles reported gray matter decreases in HD (in total 318 foci), while only 4 studies [6, 18, 24, 25] also reported white matter reductions (32 foci). We therefore focused our analyses on gray matter changes in HD. In none of these studies were significant volume increases found in HD subjects compared to controls. This meta-analysis was performed according to the ethical standards recommended by the Helsinki Declaration. [29] . DD = Disease duration; YEO = years to estimated onset based on current age and CAG repeats (Langbehn et al. [40] ); TFC = total functional capacity; GM = gray matter; FWHM = isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel (full width at half maximum).
1 Subset of the PREDICT-HD sample.
ALE Algorithm
A revised version [30] of the ALE approach for coordinatebased meta-analysis of neuroimaging data [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] was used to test for significant convergence of VBM findings in HD. The ALE algorithm assesses the overlap between foci reported in the individual studies by modeling them as 3-dimensional Gaussian probability distributions centered at the respective coordinates, which accommodate the spatial uncertainty associated with each single focus (e.g. due to between-subject or between-template variance). The algorithm first combined the modeled probabilities of all foci reported in a given study for each voxel. This resulted in a 'modeled anatomical effect' map for each study indicating at each location the probability that a significant difference was located at that position. ALE scores describing the convergence of findings across different studies were then calculated on a voxel-by-voxel basis by taking the union of these individual modeled anatomical effect maps. To enable spatial inference on these 'experimental' ALE scores, an empirical null distribution was derived from a permutation procedure [30] , providing a distribution of ALE scores that would be expected under a random spatial association between studies. The null hypothesis thus reflects the lack of any true convergence between studies. To distinguish random convergence from true convergence, the meta-analytically computed ALE scores were then tested against the ALE scores obtained under this null hypothesis at a cluster-level corrected threshold of p ! 0.05 (cluster-forming threshold at voxel level: p ! 0.001). Cluster thresholds were derived using a Monte Carlo analysis by randomly redistributing the foci of the individual studies throughout the gray matter of the reference space (according to the International Consortium for Brain Mapping tissue probability maps). Modeled anatomical effect maps were computed for these simulated experiments, followed by ALE calculation and statistical thresholding at the voxel level. The size of the ensuing clusters was recorded, and the procedure was repeated 5,000 times. Cluster-level correction was achieved by retaining only those clusters from the original analysis that were exceeded in size by only 5% of the clusters obtained through the simulation. We performed 3 separate meta-analyses. One analysis was carried out across all 20 HD samples to evaluate disease-related brain structure changes. To investigate anatomic differences between pre-HD and symp-HD, we created separate ALE maps for each study group (each including 9 samples). Additionally, we used the conservative minimum statistic approach [36] and performed conjunction analysis between these 2 meta-analyses to identify the intersection of regions that are consistently found to be atrophic in pre-HD and symp-HD [37] . Contrast analyses were calculated by means of ALE subtraction analysis (i.e. symp-HD 1 pre-HD, pre-HD 1 symp-HD) [37] . This analysis evaluates the difference between the ALE maps obtained for the two groups using a full-relabeling randomization procedure. Confidence estimates, indicating that the difference is indeed due to true group differences rather than sampling, were thresholded at a 95% confidence in true differences to determine regions where the likelihood of finding atrophy was significantly different between pre-HD and symp-HD. The resulting significant anatomical areas were labeled by reference to probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of the human brain using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox v1.8 [38] . With this, a maximum probability map represents a summary of different histological maps and allows attribution of each voxel of the reference space to the most likely cytoarchitectonic area [38] .
Correlation Analyses
We further tested the dependence of the likelihood of morphometric changes on HD genetic and clinical parameters. In particular, we assessed separately for each of the significant clusters derived from the ALE map across all HD samples, whether the contribution of each study to this cluster was dependent on these covariates. Analysis of genetic load effects (mean CAG repeats) on the likelihood of observing regional atrophy was based on 19 samples ( table 1 ) . Age-related impact on morphometric differences was analyzed across all 20 samples. In 3 articles, age was not exactly matched across groups [6, 20, 26] , but potential confounding effects due to normal loss from healthy aging were controlled for by including age as a covariate in the analyses. To assess the burden of pathology in both symp-HD and pre-HD and its effect on the likelihood of observing atrophy, we used the index of disease burden based on the following formula: age ! (CAG -35.5) [39] . This score provides an estimate of pathological burden while taking account of the subject's current age and was shown to correlate strongly with HD-related clinical features [6] . Since most studies did not report mean disease burden scores, we calculated an approximation using study-specific mean age and CAG values [i.e. estimated disease burden = mean age ! (mean CAG -35.5)]. As a marker for estimated disease progression, we used the mean disease duration in years reported in 9 studies. For the pre-HD studies, we employed the inverse mean number for estimated years to clinical onset based on the survival analysis by Langbehn et al. [40] , which was reported for 6 samples. On the phenotypical level, we used the mean motor scores of the UHDRS, provided for 18 HD samples. Functional and cognitive scores were not reported in sufficient numbers of studies to be included in our analysis ( table 1 ) . Across the studies, mean UHDRS motor scores correlated significantly with age, CAG repeats, estimated disease burden and progression (Pearson's r = 0.86, 0.74, 0.93 and 0.91, respectively; p ^ 0.001). Estimated disease burden also correlated with age, CAG repeats and estimated disease progression (r = 0.67, 0.78 and 0.86, respectively; p ^ 0.002), and estimated disease progression correlated with age (r = 0.78; p = 0.001). Due to the small number of included studies, we could not take account of interdependencies between covariates by means of partial regression analysis and calculated nonparametric Spearman's rank coefficients thresholded at a p value of ! 0.05.
Results
Significant Convergence of Reported Atrophy in HD Compared to Healthy Controls
Pre-HD Studies Meta-analysis including only pre-HD subjects revealed 4 significant clusters of converging volume reductions in HD subjects when compared with controls ( table 2 ; fig. 1 a) . The 2 largest clusters were found in the bilateral striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen). The right-hemispheric cluster extended to the pallidum and centromedial amygdala, adjoining the hippocampus and posterior insula, while the left-hemispheric cluster ex-tended to the anteriormedial thalamus connected to the prefrontal cortex [41] . A further subcortical cluster showed atrophy in the left putamen and amygdala, bordering on the hippocampus and posterior insula. Finally, 1 cluster was located in the right occipital cortex.
Symp-HD Studies
In symp-HD, we found 8 significant clusters ( table 2 ; fig. 1 b) , with 2 clusters showing convergent bilateral striatal degeneration extending to the pallidum and right nucleus accumbens. Further cortical clusters revealed consistent atrophy bilaterally in the inferior frontal gy- La t. = Laterality; L = left; R = right; PAC = primary auditory cortex; CM = centromedial; LB = laterobasal; CA = cornu ammonis; BA = Brodmann area. 1 Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates (x, y, z) for the maximum ALE value. 2 Numbers of the studies (from table 1) contributing to the cluster (only studies with a contribution probability of p > 0.30 are mentioned; order indicates decreasing probability). rus (overlapping with Broca's area), primary motor cortex (M1), right lateral premotor cortex (PMC), left somatosensory cortex (SI), rostral inferior parietal cortex (IPC) and anterior lateral intraparietal sulcus (IPS). One cluster was located in the right midcingulate cortex extending to the medial PMC (supplementary motor area, SMA), and another left-hemispheric cluster was centered in the parietal operculum (OP4; secondary somatosensory cortex, SII) adjoining Heschl's gyrus and the insular cortex.
All HD Studies Across all HD studies, we found 6 significant clusters of convergence ( table 2 ; fig. 1 c) . The 2 largest clusters were centered in the bilateral striatum, extending to the pallidum. The inferior frontal gyrus including Broca's area was also affected bilaterally. One cluster comprised converging volume reductions in the left M1, lateral PMC, SI, IPC and IPS, and another cluster was found in the left middle and superior occipital gyrus including parts of the cuneus and precuneus.
Comparison of Pre-HD and Symp-HD Conjunction analysis between pre-HD and symp-HD yielded two clusters showing common volume reductions in the bilateral basal ganglia ( table 2 ; fig. 1 d) . Contrast of symp-HD with pre-HD yielded 9 significant clusters indicating more pronounced and widespread atrophy in the clinical disease stage (symp-HD 1 pre-HD; table 2 ; fig. 1 e) . Differences were detected primarily in cortical regions, i.e. bilaterally in the inferior frontal gyrus (overlapping with Broca's area), motor areas (M1, Lat . = Laterality; L = left; R = right; r s = Spearman's rank correlation coefficient; PAC = primary auditory cortex; BA = Brodmann area. 1 Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates (x, y, z) for the maximum ALE value.
PMC), left SI, SII, Heschl's gyrus and insular and parietal cortices (IPC, IPS). One cluster was located in the right midcingulate cortex extending to the SMA, and 2 lefthemispheric clusters included parts of the middle and superior occipital gyrus, cuneus and precuneus. Subcortically more pronounced atrophy in symp-HD was found in the right striatum, pallidum and nucleus accumbens. No significant effects were found in the reverse contrast (pre-HD 1 symp-HD), indicating that there was no region where significant atrophy was more likely to be observed in pre-HD mutation carriers than in symp-HD patients.
Correlation Analyses
A higher likelihood of finding morphometric differences with increasing CAG repeat length was found in the right striatum ( table 3 ; fig. 2 ). Age-dependent atrophy was observed in 5 clusters, located in the bilateral striatum and further in cortical areas, i.e. the bilateral M1, right PMC and left parietal regions (SI, SII, IPC, IPS). Similar results were obtained on the phenotypical level, as we found 4 significant clusters in nearly the same regions (except for the left striatum), demonstrating an association between higher UHDRS motor scores and the chance of observing volume loss in HD. Correlation analysis with the estimated disease burden score yielded 3 significant clusters. One was located in the right striatum extending to the pallidum, and 2 cortical clusters were found in the bilateral M1, right PMC, left SI and IPC. Dependence of morphometric alterations on our estimated disease progression score was found in the left caudate nucleus and bilateral M1 extending to the right PMC and left SI. For all covariates, Spearman's rank coefficients ranged from 0.47 to 0.56, but the strongest association was shown between the estimated disease burden score and the likelihood of atrophy in the right striatum (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient = 0.62; table 3 ; fig. 2 ).
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first quantitative metaanalysis of neurostructural changes in HD. Using a coordinate-based ALE meta-analysis, we integrated the VBM results of 20 HD samples comparing a total of 685 HD subjects and 507 controls. Our results demonstrate the brunt of the degenerative process in the striatum Significant clusters of correlation from meta-analyses displayed on a template brain (coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute space, left is left). The likelihood of observing volume differences between HD subjects and controls covaried with study-specific parameters in the following manner: with CAG-repeat length in the right striatum ( a ); with age in the bilateral striatum and motor cortex and left somatosensory (SI, SII) and parietal (IPC, IPS) regions ( b ); with estimated disease burden in the right basal ganglia and bilateral motor cortex extending to the left SI and IPC ( c ); with estimated disease progression in the left caudate nucleus and bilateral motor cortex extending to the left SI ( d ), and with UHDRS motor scores in the right caudate nucleus, bilateral motor cortex and left somatosensory (SI, SII) and parietal (IPC, IPS) regions ( e ). The strongest association was observed between the estimated disease burden score and the likelihood of atrophy in the right striatum (displayed in the scatter plot). r s = Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. and also provide evidence of consistent atrophy extending to the pallidum, amygdala, thalamus and insular and occipital cortices in the prodromal stage. After symptom manifestation, cerebral volume loss extends to several cortical areas, primarily motor and sensorimotor cortices, showing significant correlations with markers of disease progression and motor impairment. The consistent bilateral striatal degeneration shown in a heterogeneous pre-HD sample with regard to estimated onset roughly up to 2 decades ( table 1 ) is in line with previous studies, which have documented striatal volume loss up to 15 years before clinically diagnosable HD and reductions by as much as half at the time of diagnosis [2, 3, 8] . Though our meta-analytical approach does not permit analysis of when atrophy in the striatum begins, this cross-sectional synthesis of VBM findings reliably depicts the most prominent neuropathological feature in HD. Remarkably, clusters of convergence in the pre-HD analysis were mainly centered in the striatum but further extended to extrastriatal subcortical nuclei and insular and occipital cortices. Due to the progressive nature of the disease, it is surprising that the cytoarchitectonically allocated atrophy in the amygdala, hippocampus and anteromedial thalamus could not be substantiated in the symp-HD analysis or across all HD studies. In a volumetric TRACK-HD analysis investigating the rate of atrophy in subcortical nuclei, Van den Bogaard et al. [9] found volume reductions in the basal ganglia in the pre-HD sample closer to disease onset, whereas the atrophy observed in the thalamus, amygdala and hippocampus did not exceed the overall whole-brain atrophy. In contrast, using VBM, Kassubek et al. [42] reported thalamic atrophy only in covariation with cognitive performance in early cognitively impaired HD patients. Hence, we would ascribe this somewhat inconsistent finding to a less robust effect in these regions, most likely depending on selective patient characteristics, though they seem to be a critical part of incipient degeneration processes in HD. This is supported by our ALE subtraction analysis performed at a more lenient threshold but showing no significant differences between the two study groups in these subcortical nuclei.
The topography of brain atrophy in symp-HD demonstrates progression of neurodegeneration from predominantly subcortical to more widespread cortical atrophy related to clinical conversion. Interestingly, consistent cortical degeneration was primarily found in regions forming the motor loop, which connects the putamen with motor and sensorimotor areas (i.e. PMC, SMA, M1, SI). This finding in mostly early HD patients is consistent with previous research on cortical thinning showing the most marked changes in the sensorimotor cortex in early HD patients [43] and the suggestion of selective vulnerability in motor pathways in HD [44] . Since clinical onset in HD is conventionally defined by the presence of motor symptoms, it is reasonable that motor areas are core regions affected in symp-HD. However, impairments of voluntary movement control are often ascribed to degeneration of the striatum and striatal pathways, whilst there is evidence of cortical contribution to HD's phenotype independent of striatal connectivity [43] . This is supported by the results of our regression analysis performed with mean UHDRS motor scores, which primarily yielded significant clusters in cortical areas underlying motor functioning rather than in the striatum. Moreover, in a recent functional connectivity analysis of frontoparietal regions, OP4 within the parietal operculum was strongly connected to the PMC and M1 and associated with sensorimotor processing and action control (i.e. motor-related tasks) [45] , regions found to be atrophic in HD patients exhibiting motor signs and covarying with motor impairment.
Our observed pattern of cortical degeneration in symp-HD further included regions beyond motor areas and might be related to the clinical heterogeneity in symp-HD. Atrophy in prefrontal and parietal cortices along with the early degeneration of the caudate nucleus may lead to deficits in attention, working memory and executive functioning via disruptions of cognitive basal ganglia-thalamocortical loops [46] . Volume reductions in the cingulate have been associated with impaired visual working memory, recognition of negative emotions and mood symptomatology in HD, both in vivo [47] and in postmortem studies [48] . Another connectivity analysis revealed a core network underlying overt speech production and consisting of Broca's area, the insula, basal ganglia, cerebellum, PMC and M1 [49] , dysfunctions of which may underlie dysarthria in HD. We further found consistent atrophy in the inferior parietal cortex and intraparietal sulcus, playing an important role in higher cognitive functioning and somatosensory and visuomotor integration [50] . For instance, Rupp et al. [51] reported significant associations between degeneration in the left inferior parietal lobule and antisaccade in HD, an important phenotypical feature in HD. Finally, volume reductions in the insula were associated with emotion processing deficits in HD, especially for the recognition of disgust, which is already detectable before symptom onset [52] . In summary, we conclude that extrastriatal sub-cortical and insular degenerations are evident in the course of HD's prodrome, which might, in addition to striatal degeneration, constitute early subtle changes seen in pre-HD. Alterations in predominantly motor areas and further in the frontal, parietal, temporoparietal and midcingulate cortices found in the manifest disease stage may be secondary to these and contribute to the clinical heterogenity in HD.
Research on the role of genetic markers as a determinant of structural degeneration in HD has yielded disparate results, with some studies demonstrating an impact of genetic load on striatal and extrastriatal atrophy [19, 20] , in cortical but not subcortical regions [26] , and, by contrast, some studies not detecting any correlations at all [7, 13] . In our analysis, effects of higher CAG repeats on morphometric differences between HD subjects and controls were shown in the right striatum, which might be ascribed to a lack of variance since we only included mean CAG repeats for each study without accounting for relative dispersions within samples. However, given the evidence that CAG repeat length is inversely correlated with age of onset [40] , our results imply that genetic load plays a decisive role in early striatal degeneration, determining the onset of first symptom outbursts, but may have no incremental impact on cortical changes seen in later stages. This is in agreement with a recent study reporting a significant relationship between CAG repeats and cross-sectional caudate volumes at baseline, but not for the rate of volume loss at the 1-year follow-up [53] . Age-dependent morphometric changes were observed in striatal and cortical regions distinctive of the symptomatic stage. Though we could not control for age of onset, this finding seems to mirror the progressive nature of HD related to clinical conversion, as age was either matched or controlled for as a covariate in the respective studies. Considering both age and CAG repeats, we computed an approximation of the disease burden pathology and found significant associations with atrophy in the striatum and sensorimotor cortex. The association with striatal loss was stronger than for any other covariate but was restricted to the right striatum, which might be due to our approximated version of the score calculated by studyspecific mean values without taking account of variances within samples. Nevertheless, as the burden of pathology score represents an interaction term between age and CAG repeats [6, 39] and therefore considers both a genetic and disease progression factor, our analysis confirms that it reliably depicts early subcortical as well as motor-related degeneration features in HD. Finally, analysis with our estimated disease progression score based on disease duration in symp-HD and predicted time to onset in pre-HD showed associations again with sensorimotor and left caudate atrophy. It has been suggested that a surplus of synaptic activity in the dominant left hemisphere might aggravate differential oxidative stress and cause leftward-biased striatal atrophy in HD [54] . This notion accords with the leftward-biased caudate atrophy associated with the exposure to HD's neurotoxicity -as expressed in our disease progression score -but needs to be addressed in targeted asymmetry analyses, since the majority of included studies did not report any information on handedness.
As with any meta-analytical approach, the applied ALE algorithm is based on the data provided by the primary articles. Since there is no absolute standard VBM procedure, methodological differences within studies (e.g. preprocessing steps, smoothing kernel, statistical threshold) may add to divergent study results, underlining the need for a meta-analytical integration. Consequently, there have been neuroimaging studies reporting atrophic regions in HD that were not confirmed in our analysis (e.g. hypothalamus, cerebellum, substantia nigra). Effects in these regions might be relatively weak or rather inconsistent across different patient populations and therefore not represented in our meta-analysis. It is also possible that the varying coverage of reported foci in the original studies (i.e. cluster maxima versus separate maxima within a cluster) might have contributed to spatial biases, whereby larger clusters in particular could not be depicted accurately. Further, note that each correlation analysis was based on study-inherent mean scores, whereas variances of values within studies were not taken into account. This might have delimited differential aspects of covariance between morphometric changes and clinical parameters, particularly for age and years to estimated disease onset, for which standard deviations ranged around 1 decade ( table 1 ) . Another important caveat for the interpretation of our regression analysis concerns the intercorrelations between covariates, resulting in a substantial portion of shared variance and overlapping brain areas, especially in the sensorimotor cortex. Since all of our regression parameters are each somewhat a marker of disease progression, the high interdependency is not surprising and rather indicates the prognostic value of extrastriatal regions in monitoring disease progression, particularly considering that each of the covariates seemed to feature differential aspects of corticostriatal alterations. It might have been interesting to investigate associations of observed atrophy with other phenotypical features (e.g. cognitive, psychi-atric), but most VBM studies did not report standardized scores on these domains. Overall, by means of quantitative meta-analysis, we tried to overcome study-specific idiosyncrasies and identified characteristic anatomical regions showing converging evidence for HD-related neurodegeneration. Importantly, significant clusters in a meta-analysis are yielded if convergence across studies occurs more likely than expected by chance, even though this does not require all or even the majority of the studies to show alterations in those particular regions [32] . Using a meta-analytical approach, we provided an objective modeling of spatial uncertainty relative to individual sample sizes and testing for convergence across different neuroimaging studies on HD. Future studies reporting more detailed information on sample characteristics and imaging results will allow validation of our findings and facilitate further meta-analyses on other morphometric or multimodal neuroimaging approaches as promising tools to elucidate the complexity of the neuropathology of HD.
Conclusions
This first quantitative meta-analysis in HD, including a total of 685 mutation carriers, provides an objective evaluation of brain structure changes in this rare neurodegenerative disorder. Our results demonstrate that extrastriatal atrophy is indeed consistently present in the presymptomatic stage, signifying that it might occur parallel to initial striatal atrophy. After symptom manifestation, atrophy is more pronounced and widespread, with sensorimotor areas as core regions affected in the symptomatic stage. This was highlighted by regression analyses outlining the impact of genetic load on early subcortical atrophy, and associations between clinical disease progression and advanced cortical alterations, especially in the sensorimotor cortex. Our data condense the current VBM literature in HD and provide evidence of consistent extrastriatal subcortical and cortical parametric changes in a disease prominent for its clinical heterogeneity. This underlines the need to extend the focus of research from the key region of neuropathology to a more differentiated picture of cortical-subcortical changes from early on and potential disturbances in the networks formed by these regions.
